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Timing the release in sequential double ionization
Adrian N. Pfeiffer1*, Claudio Cirelli1, Mathias Smolarski1, Reinhard Dörner2 and Ursula Keller1

The timing of electron release in strong-field double ionization poses great challenges both for conceptual definition and for
conducting experimental measurements. Here we present coincidence momentum measurements of the doubly charged ion and
of the two electrons arising from double ionization of argon using elliptically polarized laser pulses. Based on a semi-classical
model, the ionization times are calculated from the measured electron momenta across a large intensity range. This paper
discusses how this method provides timings on a coarse and on a fine scale, similar to the hour and the minute hand of a clock.
We found that the ionization time of the first electron is in good agreement with the simulation, whereas the ionization of the
second electron occurs significantly earlier than predicted.

Among all themethods used tomeasure time, one of themost
fundamental is to measure the angle of a rotating hand,
such as is done on an analogue watch face. This principle

can be employed in strong-field ionization using laser pulses with
close-to-circular polarization. In the attoclock the rotating electric
field vector is used to deflect photo-ionized electrons, such that the
instant of ionization is mapped to the final angle of themomentum,
similar to the minute hand of a clock. The attoclock technique is
based on the definition of ‘time’ by ‘counting cycles’1,2. During one
period the watch hand completes one cycle, such that measuring
the emission angle of the electron enables us to measure time at
a precision well below one optical period2. Thus the measurement
provides attosecond timingwithout using an attosecond pulse.

Here we use the attoclock to measure the ionization times of
the two electrons in the double ionization of argon. As a result of
depletion the averaged ionization time of the electrons is shifted
towards the beginning of the pulse, thus requiring a multi-cycle
measurement. The magnitude of the electron momenta follows the
envelope of the laser pulse and gives a coarse timing for the electron
release (that is ‘the hour hand of the clock’). The emission angle
of the electrons subsequently gives the fine timing (that is ‘the
minute hand of the clock’).

The result of the attoclock measurements addresses a funda-
mental question in double ionization: are there electron correlation
mechanisms that are not induced by recollision? With linearly
polarized fields in strong-field double ionization the dominating
ionization mechanism is induced by recollision of the first emitted
electron3,4. With close-to-circular polarization, however, we can
avoid this recollision and therefore investigate a conceptually even
simpler process of few-body quantummechanics.

It is impossible, at present, to simulate this process based
on the time dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) because
of exceedingly large computing time requirements5. Instead one
describes the process usually in terms of simplifying mechanisms,
which can be classified as sequential double ionization (SDI)
or non-sequential double ionization (NSDI; ref. 6). For circular
polarization, only SDI is usually believed to be relevant.

We use the term SDI to include two approximations. First,
the assumption of two independent and successive electron release
steps, and second, tunnel ionization for the individual steps. The
validity of these models has to be probed making a comparison of
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adequate observables in simulation and experiment. In this work
we find that the ionization time both for the first and the second
ionization step is shifted towards the beginning of the pulse with
increasing intensity, in accordance with the SDImodel that includes
depletion. The absolute ionization time is predicted well by this SDI
model for the first ionization step, but the second ionization occurs
earlier than predicted by tunnelling theory.

The paper is organized as follows. First we present the structure
of the ion momentum distribution and show a characteristic
bifurcation froma 3-peak structure into a 4-peak structure. This can
be explained by depletion of the neutral argon atoms. Thereafter, we
discuss how the ionization times can be extracted from the electron
momenta on the basis of a simple semi-classical model.

Bifurcation of the ion momentum distribution
We use a Ti:sapphire-based laser system to double ionize argon
atoms in a cold gas jet and measure the momenta of the ions
and electrons by Cold Target Recoil Ion Momentum Spectroscopy
(COLTRIMS) (see Methods section). Figure 1 depicts the ion
momentum distribution in the polarization plane, which is
perpendicular to the laser propagation direction (z axis). Along
the major axis of the polarization ellipse (y axis), the momentum
distribution is close to Gaussian, whereas along the minor axis
(x axis) a peak structure shows up. We could rule out that this is
an artefact of anisotropic momentum resolution (about 0.3 a.u. for
px and 3 a.u. for py) by rotating the polarization ellipse.

The origin of the peak structurewas explained byMaharjan et al.7
within a semi-classical model: ionization occurs preferentially when
the electric-field vector points along the major polarization axis
(y axis), producing electrons with a momentum pointing in the x
direction after acceleration by the electric field of the laser pulse8.
The situation where the electrons are ejected into anti-parallel
directions causes the ion to stay at close to zero momentum (centre
peak), whereas parallel electron ejection results in the side peaks of
the momentum distribution. Interestingly, the peak structure can
also be explained with a fully-classical model9.

The projection of the momentum distribution onto the x
axis exhibits a characteristic dependence on intensity: the peak
structure undergoes a bifurcation from a 3-peak structure at low
intensities to a 4-peak structure at high intensities. To understand
this bifurcation we model the process semi-classically following
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Figure 1 | Bifurcation of the ion momentum distribution. Momentum distribution of the Ar++ ions for the 33-fs laser pulse as measured with a COLTRIMS
set-up for low intensities (bottom left) and high intensities (top left). The dashed lines indicate the range of intensity over which the data are integrated.
The projection onto the x axis as a function of intensity is depicted on the right (top: data, bottom: SDI simulation with option (1), see Simulation details).
To enhance visibility over a large intensity range, each line of the image is normalized.

the 3-step model of high-harmonic generation10 (see Simulation
details). In the model it is assumed that the two electrons interact
independently with the laser field. In a first step the electrons are
released into the continuum according to a static field ionization
rate. In the second step the electrons are accelerated in the electric
field of the laser pulse starting with zero kinetic energy. The final
electron momentum amplitude after the laser pulse follows the
envelope of the electric field (Fig. 2a). At low intensities, where
the maximum ionization rate is close to the pulse centre for both
electrons, anti-parallel electron emission causes the ion to end up
with zero momentum after the laser pulse. For higher intensities it
is important to take depletion into account, which means that the
ionization rate needs to be weighted with the survival probability
of the neutral atoms11. Therefore the maximum ionization rate
is reached before the pulse peak, because almost all atoms are
already ionized before the peak. The averaged ionization time of the
first electron occurs significantly before the second electron, which
causes themomenta for anti-parallel electron emission not to cancel
out completely. The simulation predicts aminimum at the centre of
the momentum distribution once the intensity reaches a threshold
value, qualitatively in agreement with the data (Fig. 1).

Attoclock measurements of ionization times
The semi-classicalmodel described above opens up the possibility to
use the measured momenta of the electrons to calculate the timing
of the ionization process. If one knows the electric field of the pulse,
one can trace back the classical electron trajectory in the electric
field and determine the time when the trajectory was started1,2,8.
Here we define the term ionization time for this instant of time.
It is the time when the electron is released into the continuum
with zero kinetic energy according to the semi-classical model.

By giving this definition we intend to avoid confusion with other
times describing the ionization process, such as the tunnelling delay
time2, the electron release time12 or the delay in photoemission13,
and stress the fact that the semi-classical ionization time is only
meaningful within the framework of the semi-classicalmodel.

Figure 2 describes the semi-classical ionization time measure-
ment using the attoclock1,2. An electron that is released at a time
t is driven by the electric field of the laser pulse and obtains a
momentum p(t ) = −A(t ), where A is the vector potential (see
Simulation details). For perfectly circular polarization the polar
coordinates of the momenta (denoted by pr and pϕ) can be divided
into the hour hand and the minute hand. Both pr and pϕ carry
information about the ionization time. The timing provided by pr
is rather coarse, but has the advantage that it is unambiguous if
restricted to the time interval [−∞,0], which can be assumed for
high intensities because of depletion (time zero is defined by the
peak of the pulse envelope, Fig. 2a). A fine timing with sub-cycle
precision can be extracted from pϕ , with the disadvantage that the
timing is unambiguous only if restricted to one laser period.

Assuming a Gaussian field envelope

f (t )= E0exp
(
−
1
2

(
t
σ

)2)
the coarse estimate for the ionization time is approximated by

tcoarse=−σ

√
2ln
(

E0

prω

)
Calculating the absolute ionization time from pϕ requires knowl-
edge of the absolute carrier-envelope-offset (CEO) phase14.
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Figure 2 | The hands of the attoclock. a, ‘Hour hand’. The ionization rate Wsat of the first (around t1) and the second (around t2) ionization step is confined
to a time interval at the beginning of the laser pulse. The radial electron momentum pr of an elliptically polarized Gaussian laser pulse is in general not an
injective function of time, but the measurement of the ellipticity and the alignment of the polarization axis allows the calculation of
pr
′
= (((ε2

+ 1)/ε2)px
2
+(ε2

+ 1)py
2)1/2, which is injective under the assumption that the electron is released before the peak of the pulse. The averaged

release times t1 and t2 for the two consecutive ionization steps can be associated with momenta p1 and p2, which can be identified in the electron–electron
correlation plot of pr’. b, ‘Minute hand’. Owing to the ellipticity, the ionization rate exhibits one peak per optical half cycle. The angle of the electron
momentum pϕ at these peaks is either 0◦ or±180◦, as indicated by the red dotted lines. The influence of the ellipticity on pϕ is very small and cannot be
seen in this plot. In the electron–electron correlation plot of pϕ the peaks show up for anti-parallel electron emission at (±180◦, 0◦) and (0◦,±180◦). The
peaks for parallel electron emission expected at (0◦, 0◦) and (±180◦,±180◦) are not detected. See Fig. 1 for the definition of angle. Laser parameters:
intensity=4.5 PW cm−2, ellipticity=0.77, FWHM= 33 fs.

Nevertheless, also for experiments without CEO phase stabilization
one can use the high temporal precision encoded in pϕ for an
estimate of the difference of the ionization times:

tfine,2− tfine,1=
pϕ,2−pϕ,1

ω
+n

2π
ω

where n is an integer indicating the number of optical cycles
between the two events. For the data presented in Fig. 3c and d, n is
chosen to minimize the expression

‖tfine,2− tfine,1|−|tcoarse,2− tcoarse,1‖

This combines the unambiguity of the coarse time mea-
surement with the precision of the fine time measure-
ment, and avoids at the same time the necessity for CEO
phase stabilization.

For elliptical polarization, relative to circular polarization, the
problem is more complex. The radial momentum pr follows the
envelope of the electric field with oscillations stemming from the
ellipticity1. However, the ionization time can still be calculated
if the ellipticity and the angular orientation of the polarization
ellipse are known (Fig. 2).

The electron correlation spectrum for the radial momentum
component is expected to show peaks that correspond to the
averaged first and second ionization time, see Fig. 2a. In the case
of two detected electrons there is no a priori information about
which is the first andwhich is the second released electron, therefore
both possibilities are considered and thus the spectrum is symmetric
around the first diagonal. For the ionization times presented in
Fig. 3 we sorted the electrons by assuming that the first emitted
electron carries the smaller radial momentum.

It is important to note that the 3-particle-coincidence detection
method does not detect all events with the same efficiency.
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no counts at even multiples of the optical cycle. d, Same as c for the 33-fs pulse.

The electron–electron correlation spectrum for pϕ is expected to
peak at (0◦, 0◦) and (±180◦, ±180◦) for parallel electron emission
and at (±180◦, 0◦) and (0◦, ±180◦) for anti-parallel electron
emission. As can be seen in Fig. 2b, practically no electron pairs
stemming from parallel emission are detected. The reason for
that is the multi-hit dead time of the delay line detector (DLD).
Parallel electron emission leads to a short time difference between
the electron impacts onto the DLD and therefore low detection
efficiency. For anti-parallel electron emission the impact time
difference is rather long because the electrons fly in opposite
directions after the laser pulse before the extraction field of the
spectrometer steers themboth towards the electron detector.

Early release of the second electron
The calculation of the ionization time is done for each laser shot
and the results are shown in Fig. 3. For the coarse estimate the
mean of the ionization time as a function of intensity is depicted,
both for the first and the second ionization step. For the fine
estimate the distribution of times between the first and the second
ionization step is plotted as a histogram for selected intensities.
Strong peaks show up in the histogram at uneven multiples of the
optical half-cycle, as expected owing to the ellipticity. The resolution
of these peaks is direct evidence for the sub-cycle resolution of
the minute hand. The peaks at even multiples of the optical
half-cycle are missing, because of the low detection efficiency for
parallel electron emission. However it is unlikely that this detection
asymmetry affects the value of the averaged ionization times by
more than about 20 as, see Supplementary Discussion.

For the first ionization step we find a reasonable agreement of
data and SDI simulation in the coarse estimate, both for the 7-fs
and for the 33-fs laser pulse, but for the second ionization step we
find a strong deviation (Fig. 3a,b).

An elementary assumption of our SDI model is that the first
ionization step produces a ground state ion, which subsequently

in the next ionization step is ionized into the ground state of the
doubly charged ion. For molecules, where ionization can occur
via multiple pathways15, this assumption will not hold. For the
present case of a noble gas the energy values for excited states with
different principal quantum number are energetically so high above
the ground state that ionization into them is negligible. States with
different m quantum numbers, however, are close in energy and
hence will contribute.

The ionization rate, which is responsible for the ionization times
in the SDI simulation, depends on the absolute value of the m
quantum numbers16. Here we considered different options for the
distribution of the five valence electrons over the m quantum
numbers in Ar+. In the first option (see Simulation details) the
electrons are equally distributed among the available m quantum
numbers17. Any possible correlation between the ionization steps
is excluded in this model. The second option (one electron
with |m| = 0 and four electrons with |m| = 1) and third option
(two electrons with |m| = 0 and three electrons with |m| = 1) give
the limiting cases for the influence of the m number distribution
on the ionization time. Goulielmakis and co-workers found that
tunnel ionization launches a coherent process in the valence shell of
the remaining ion18. The fine structure states of Ar+ add coherently
and form an electron hole that oscillates with the period given by
the spin–orbit splitting. As a consequence, the population of the
m numbers also oscillates, and is the fourth option of our SDI
simulation. In these options the SDI model fails to describe the
timing of the second ionization step (Fig. 3).

For all of the above options of a modified SDI model there
is no possibility of electron correlation before the first electron
is emitted. There are of course more options for how the SDI
model could be further modified after the first ionization step.
We speculate that the vicinity of the first ejected electron might
trigger the observed early second ionization step. It was shown
recently that the departing electron affects the rearrangement of the
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Figure 4 | Coincidence spectra. Momentum sum for the 7-fs laser pulse (a,b) and the 33-fs pulse (c,d). As a result of momentum conservation, the sum of
the ion momentum and the two electron momenta must equal zero if the detected particles stem from the breakup of a single atom. Out of all detected
particles, only groups consisting of one ion and two electrons with |px,Ion+px,Electron1+px,Electron2|<0.3 a.u. are considered.

remaining electron cloud in molecules19. We believe that also in
atoms the first emitted electron may influence the parent ion, such
that the averaged ionization probability for the second ionization
step is higher than predicted by SDI. An enhanced ion count rate
of doubly charged magnesium ions in circularly polarized light
has already been reported20. However, the count rate statistics of
this measurement is insufficient to make an equivalent statement
about our measurement.

It is interesting to note that at this point we have neglected
the Coulomb interaction between the ion and the electron during
the acceleration by the laser field. We have recently discovered
that a semi-classical Coulomb correction, as applied before in the
tunnelling delay time measurements2, fails in the intensity regime
of this study (this will be described in a following publication).
The actual Coulomb correction is much less significant and cannot
explain the observed timing difference described here.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we have used the electron momentum after
ionization by elliptically polarized strong laser pulses as the ‘hands’
of the attoclock. We used this attoclock to measure the semi-
classical ionization times in double ionization of argon. We were
able to track how the averaged ionization time moved towards

the beginning of the pulse with increasing intensity as a result
of depletion. As a consequence of that, the ion momentum
distribution projected onto the minor polarization axis shows a
bifurcation from a 3-peak into a 4-peak structure. It was shown
how the attoclock provides time measurements on two different
scales: a coarse timing that supports absolute time measurements
without the requirement of CEO phase stabilization, and a fine
timing for the time difference of the two ionization steps. In
addition, we showed that our SDI tunnelling model, assuming
uncorrelated electron emission, seems to be insufficient to describe
the second ionization step for elliptically polarized laser pulses.
Its predicted second ionization time is too early. It will be some
time until this process is fully understood on the basis of quantum
mechanical models, but recently there has been significant progress
on the basis of fully-classical simulations. These models are able to
reproducemany features found experimentally in double ionization
by linear light, such as the famous knee-structure21, and they are
nowprogressing to describe double ionization by elliptical light22,23.

Methods
Experimental details. We performed experiments with both a 33-fs laser pulse
with a centre wavelength of 788 nm and a 7-fs laser pulse with a centre wavelength
of 740 nm produced by a Ti:Sapphire based laser system, and in the latter case
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compressed by a two-stage filament compressor24. We continuously varied the
intensity of the 33-fs pulse by means of a rotating half-wave plate in front of a
polarizer and the intensity of the 7-fs pulse by means of a motorized iris. For
the 33-fs pulse the angle of the half-wave plate determines the intensity up to a
multiplicative factor; the calibration of this factor as well as the intensity calibration
of the 7-fs pulse rely on the Ar++ to Ar+ count ratio. A COLTRIMS apparatus25
measures themomenta of the doubly charged ion and the two electrons arising from
double ionization of argon. Polarization control is achieved by using achromatic
half-wave and quarter-wave plates. We measured the ellipticity and the angular
orientation of the polarization ellipse by measuring the power after a rotating
polarizer. The major axis of the polarization ellipse was aligned along the y axis of
our reference frame, which is also the direction of the gas jet in the COLTRIMS; the
ellipticity was 0.78 for the 7-fs pulse and 0.77 for the 33-fs pulse.

We detect one ion and two electrons in 3-particle-coincidence, which means
that for each laser shot we select groups consisting of one ion and two electrons out
of all detected particles according to the condition pion+pelectron1+pelectron2 ≈ 0, see
Fig. 4. This ensures that false coincidences, that is particle groups that do not stem
from the fragmentation of one atom, are kept low (in our data about 10% for low
intensities and up to 20% for high intensities).

Simulationdetails. In ourmodel we assume the electric field is given by

E(t )= f (t )

 ε
√
ε2+1

cos(ωt+ϕCEO )̂ex+
1

√
ε2+1

sin(ωt+ϕCEO )̂ey


where f (t ) is the field envelope, ε is the ellipticity and ϕCEO is the CEO phase14.
As static field ionization rates derived from tunnelling theories are known to be
invalid in the higher intensity regime, we assume an ionization rateW as proposed
by Tong and Lin11. The ionization rate of a single electron depends on the absolute
value of its magnetic quantum number m. In the ground state of Ar there are
two electrons with m= 0 and four electrons with |m| = 1 in the outer shell. For
the ionization of Ar+ (the second ionization step) we consider the following
distributions of the five electrons over the m states: (1) equal distribution over the
possible m states, (2) one electron with |m| = 0 and four electrons with |m| = 1,
(3) two electrons with |m| = 0 and three electrons with |m| = 1, (4) a beating of
(2) and (3) with a period of 23.3 fs. Option (4) reflects the coherent superposition
of the two fine-structure states (3s23p5)2P1.5 and (3s23p5)2P0.5, which are separated
by 0.177 eV (ref. 18).

When the electric field strength increases, ionization occurs at a rate high
enough for saturation to become important. This is accounted for by weighting the
ionization rate with the survival probability:

Wsat(t )=W (t )exp

−∫ t

t0

W (t ′)dt ′


where t0 =−∞ for the first ionization step and t0 = t1 for the second ionization
step if the first electron was ionized at t1. Wsat is essentially confined to a time
interval in the beginning of the pulse (Fig. 2a).

After ionization the electron is assumed to be released into the continuum
with zero kinetic energy and subsequently accelerated by the laser field, as in
the three-step model10, such that the final momentum after the laser pulse of an
electron that was freed at a time t can be expressed as

p(t )=−A(t )

(atomic units are used throughout the paper) where A is the vector
potential defined as

A(t ) =
∫
∞

t
E(t ′)dt ′

≈
f (t )
ω

− ε
√
ε2+1

sin(ωt+ϕCEO )̂ex+
1

√
ε2+1

cos(ωt+ϕCEO )̂ey


We implemented the model as a Monte Carlo simulation, averaging over all
possible CEO phases because in the experiment the CEO phase was not stabilized.
For a given peak intensity, averaging over the intensity distribution of the focal
volume is done assuming a Gaussian beam profile.
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	Figure 3 The ionization times of the first and the second released electron. a, The coarse estimate for the first (blue) and the second (green) ionization time for the 7-fs pulse. The mean value and the statistical error (which is the standard deviation divided by the square root of the sample size) are displayed for different intensities by the solid line with error bars. The SDI simulation (see `Simulation details') for the first ionization time is shown in the blue solid line. The SDI simulation of the second ionization time is shown for the four different assumptions about the electron m numbers: green solid for (1), black dashed for (2), black dash--dotted for (3), red solid for (4). b, Same as a for the 33-fs pulse. c, For selected intensities from a, the distribution of the time difference between the fine estimates for the ionization times. As electrons flying in the same direction as the x axis are not detected, there are no counts at even multiples of the optical cycle. d, Same as c for the 33-fs pulse.
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